
Riddle

! If 66 = 2, 99 = 2, 888 = 6, 00 = 2, 7777 = 0, 
667= 2, 276 = 1, 833 = 2, then what does 
2876 equal?



Answer

! Three. Each circle within a 
number is equivalent to one. For 
example, the numbers 9 and 6 
are equivalent to one because 
they have one circle in them, 
whereas the number 8 is equal to 
2 because of its two loops.



NumBots/TTRockstars 
Meeting 

MONDAY 8TH NOVEMBER 2021



Aims

!Mathematical fluency 
!How KS1 curriculum links to 

NumBots 
!Logging on to NumBots 
!Times tables curriculum links 
!TTRockstars app/website 

 



Mathematical Fluency

! Fluency is at the centre of the National 
Curriculum for maths. 

! Refers to knowing key mathematical facts 
and methods and recalling them efficiently 
e.g. number bonds to 10 or 20, 
multiplication and division facts. 

! It also means being able to work flexibly 
and choose the most appropriate method 
to solve a problem e.g. 15 x 7



Mathematical Fluency

! Fluency in key number facts avoids 
cognitive overload. 

! E.g:



KS1 National Curriculum - Y1 
Addition and Subtraction



KS1 National Curriculum – Y2 
Addition and Subtraction



NumBots

! NumBots is an online game/app (free) 
https://play.numbots.com/?#/intro 

! Playing NumBots will significantly improve your child’s recall 
and understanding of number bonds/addition and 
subtraction facts 

! Little and often – short bursts of 5 minutes (4-5 times a week) 

  



NumBots

! Launch it in Y1 – children continue to access it in Y2 and 
beyond 

! Y1 children will be bringing their username and password 
home (same one for TTRockstars) 

! Learning through play! 

  



NumBots

! Game Types 
! Story Mode – the emphasis is on learning the ideas 

and concepts behind addition and subtraction so it 
features more diagrams and different question styles. 

! Challenge Mode – the emphasis is more on speed of 
recall of key facts, like number bonds to 10, doubling 
small numbers or adding & subtracting in your head. 

  



Story Mode



Challenge Mode



            Assessment 
 
Phonics screening will take place this year. 
 
SATs are expected to take place as normal (meeting TBA). 
 
Focus at Christ Church is the well being of our pupils.

NumBots + National Curriculum



Numbots 

Let’s take a tour.



Times Tables Rockstars

Year 1



Year 2



Year 3



Year 4



Year 5



Year 6



TimesTables Rockstars

! The website allows the children to practise their times tables through a 
competitive element.  

! When you log on, you can select different areas known as arenas to 
complete a range of times table tests.  

! As the teacher, we can set the times tables which we want the children 
to be able to access.  

! Coins can be exchanged for a range of items for your TT Rock star 
character. 



What is Times Table Rock Stars?

! Times Tables Rock Stars is a carefully sequenced programme of 
daily times tables practise.  Each week concentrates on a 
different times table, with a recommended consolidation week for 
rehearsing the tables that have recently been practised every 
third week or so. 

Aims 

the programme has one aim - to boost times table recall speeds.



Benefits

! Incorrect answers are always immediately corrected in front 
of the pupil so that they start to associate the correct answer 
to every question. 

! The clever code behind the scenes works out which times 
tables facts each pupil is consistently taking longer to answer 
and then it gradually starts to present these facts more 
frequently until pupils have mastered them. 

! It will also ask related division questions 20% of the time in 
order to reinforce division facts



Website

! Times Tables Rock Stars (ttrockstars.com) 
! Or download the app 

! Lets have a tour!

https://ttrockstars.com/

